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Abstract6

Organizations have legacy software applications and systems, which are valuable assets and7

still critical to their current business operations. One of the key challenges for today’s8

enterprises is how to effectively and efficiently integrate these legacy assets with other.9

internal and external applications and business processes. Modernizing legacy systems using10

SOA may help an organization to meet the increasing demands of the business processes11

integration while maintaining its large investment in legacy systems. SOA bridges the gap12

between business processes and technology resulting in improved reuse of existing applications13

and interoperability of desperate applications. Sometimes it is required to integrate legacy14

system with other application in a short span of time. As per the business requirements15

although SOA may address the solution, but it is very difficult to integrate due to several16

issues in service identification and mapping in legacy application and business processes.In17

this paper an approach is proposed for participation and alignment of legacy applications in18

the enterprise business processes in a short span of time with the help of business process19

modeling and SOA, incorporating both Top down and bottom up approach together. As a20

case study, the paper describes the exposure of a prototype legacy banking application for21

participation in a service-oriented architecture.The paper also proposes a novel way of22

determining the key business logic and resources embedded in a legacy C/C++ application23

with a reverse engineering approach so that the SOA mapping is automated and the24

constraints like memory and processing can be analyzed.25

26

Index terms— Legacy Applications, W eb services, Integration, Service oriented architecture, business27
process modeling.28

1 INTRODUCTION29

usiness organizations have a large investment in software written in legacy programming languages and30
architecture. Today, most of the organizations run systems that have been developed a long time ago and31
are still adapted and maintained to meet current needs [1]. Approaches used in legacy systems sometimes differ32
considerably from today’s modern paradigms. Adapting legacy software systems to new requirements also requires33
their migration and integration with new technologies and applications.34

A Legacy Information System can be defined as ”any information system that significantly resists modification35
and evolution” [1]. These Information Systems pose considerable problems including brittleness, inflexibility,36
isolation, non-extensibility, lack of openness on the enterprise IT infrastructure. They significantly resist further37
modification and evolution. Legacy systems were designed for internal, enterprise wide usage while today’s38
enterprise demands for inter enterprise communications and support for agile business processes.39

There are various methods proposed including supplementing or replacing restrictive legacy applications and40
technology with newer, open standards-based applications and technologies, but still retaining existing business41
functions [2]. Legacy renovation is an expensive task. As the requests for modifications, new development and42
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3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

integration accumulate, it is very difficult to keep pace and enable a more agile enterprise. So it is advantageous43
to integrate legacy application with new applications while retaining the business logic intact.44

SOA models the enterprise business workflow as a collection of business services, these services can be easily45
Reused and integrated in the organization to address the application requirements [3] [4]. Rather than developing46
from the ground up every time a change is needed, new assets can be created easily from existing services, saving47
time and money ??5]. The most important advantage of SOA is to provide a data bridge between incompatible48
and desperate technologies [6].49

BPM is a set of technologies and standards for the design, execution, and administration and monitoring of50
complex, automated business processes BPM provides the facility to monitor, analyze, control and improve the51
execution of these processes in real time [7]. Existing Web Services can be integrated as the counterparts of steps52
in business processes. Examples are credit verification in an on-line order process [8].53

Several approaches for Legacy application integration and migration towards Service oriented architecture have54
been proposed in the past but they B ©2011 Global Journals Inc. (US) include difficulties in identifying candidate55
services from legacy application and their alignment with the organizational business processes requirements.56
Wrapping functions of legacy systems for exposing as web services may be a fast way for migration towards SOA,57
However the services provided are technologyoriented and do not fully address business goal or scenario, which58
might lead to the services not being fully utilized as per the business goals. The top-down approaches analyze59
existing business processes in order to identify adequate services but services are business oriented and may failed60
to get the needed functionality in legacy applications.61

Our proposed method uses BPM and SOA together in order to make legacy participation in the enterprise62
business processes by means of exposing and orchestrating services. We used both top-down BPM driven and63
bottom up SOA driven service identification mechanism along with automated discovery of business logic in64
legacy codes to better align legacy application with business needs.65

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background information needed to66
understand the paper, Section 3 presents the proposed approach for legacy service exposure and participation in67
enterprise business processes with a case scenario, section 4 describes Discussion of result and historical approaches68
for legacy system migration and integration. We conclude with summary and future directions in section 5.69

2 II.70

3 BACKGROUND INFORMATION71

An organization has a collection of interrelated business processes, which consist of a series of activities, jointly72
represent a business goal. For instance an order process in a B2B environment includes several activities networked73
with each other to complete the order process business goal. These business processes may have their span in74
several desperate applications in the enterprise and beyond.75

The ”service” is an application logic or underlying computing resource with an abstraction of the underlying76
implementation [3], that is exposed through an interface and which can be invoked over a network with standard77
protocols [9]. The most important application of SOA is to align the services to the business requirements and to78
facilitate reusability of existing services connecting the various operational systems that automate an enterprise’s79
business processes [10].80

Bottom-up approaches examine legacy systems and standard software for the identification of services. The81
bottom-up approach analyses the existing application for all available functions that can be exposed as a web82
service. With a bottom-up approach the definition of services originates in the domain of the application [11].83
This approach results in a large number of available functions which can be exposed as services but does not84
tell anything about their usability. In bottom-up approach Services are discovered, rather than defined as85
requirements, therefore it tends to lead to poor business services as it preserves the current solution instead of86
addressing business needs.87

The top-down approaches analyze existing business processes in order to identify adequate services. This88
approach looks at the processes in the business domain, decomposes them into sub process/tasks/functions until89
’logical units of work’ are defined, which we call services. The decomposition of the process in itself is not90
enough to discover services, because we will have to convert the ’candidate-service’ into a real-world executable91
and discoverable service. This means we have to compare the functionality of the service with the available92
infrastructure but it does not reach deep into the architecture and implementation domain.93

By combining these two approaches together we may get the best of both eliminating the shortcomings of94
each one and integration with the current application infrastructure and readiness for the business needs we95
are looking for. Therefore, a hybrid approach combining both methods is applied in order to minimize the96
problems associated with these approaches [12] [13].The hybrid meet-in-the middle approach combines top-down97
and bottom-up techniques in order to identify services that better correspond to both the business requirements98
and the existing systems [14]. It provides a compromise between the top-down and bottom-up techniques that99
eliminates the most significant disadvantages. We proposed a meet in the middle approach with automatic100
discovery of prospective services in the legacy application for integration in business processes.101
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4 III.102

5 PROPOSED APPROACH103

The proposed approach is a combined meet in the middle approach consists of BPM and SOA along with the104
reverse engineering of legacy application in order to identify the candidate services and their participation in the105
enterprise business processes. It eliminates the disadvantages of failure in getting the needed functionality in106
legacy applications and lengthy time of top down approach and non-business orientation of bottom up approach.107
Basically, we are proposing consolidated approach that provides guidance on the derivation of both business108
services and supporting software services to achieve a close business and IT alignment. The proposed method is109
influenced by meet in the middle approach by Inaganti and Behera with some improvements by minimizing the110
problem in finding of candidate service in legacy application [15].111

This approach requires a comprehensive analysis of the legacy application and not just the mapping .In this112
paper we also presented a reverse engineering approach to extract the information of the legacy application113
through resource extraction from the application along to generate and publish the service.114

The proposed technique can be summarized as a methodology for mapping legacy application resources115
to modern enterprise environment by BPM and SOA with the help of Reverse Engineering to facilitate the116
identification and extraction of the key business logic from Legacy application and alignment with business117
requirements. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of proposed method. As an example scenario, here we introduced118
a prototype legacy banking application developed in C++. The Application is a monolithic standalone C++119
application with no external interface for communication with other applications. The application stores the data120
in flat file system and provides various inbuilt functionalities like opening an account, deposit money, withdraw121
money, get balance, viewing of transactions and various reports. One can interact with it only through application122
GUI which is inbuilt in the code.123

We assume that there are certain situations arises due to business needs, in which above application is required124
to be integrate with some other modern applications and business processes. As stated earlier in the paper, it125
is not viable to replace or rewrite the legacy application with new code. As the legacy application is standalone126
and the logic is embedded deep in the form of functions, it is very difficult to handle this situation. Our approach127
resolves the problem without rewriting the legacy code and without interrupting the operation or maintenance128
of the legacy system.129

We presented a business process of ATM here. The ATM process resembles the new business requirement and130
we have to address it by using core business logic of legacy application. The ATM application will be a thin131
client with only GUI. The ATM GUI will provide only the user interface and the orchestrator takes care of proper132
sequencing of operations and calling of web services from legacy application. Various new business conditions133
and constraints, which are not present in legacy application may be addressed with the orchestrator, for example134
prohibiting withdraw operation in case of insufficient balance or not allowing a certain transaction if the number135
of transaction exceeds, without rewriting of the core component of the legacy application. The methodology is136
mentioned in following steps. Analyze the Core Business process.137

In the first step, it is necessary to analyze functional domain of business process and understand the business138
requirements. During the initial analysis phase, basic decisions regarding identifying the most important functions139
of the domain and showing their interrelationships is identified. The business structure and the functions of the140
business process are specified [16]. A business process reveals how an individual process activity is linked with141
another in order to achieve a business objective. We have to identify the start and end events of a particular142
business activity, human interactions with the process, automated activities and links with the other applications143
and organization’s processes. This step results in a core coarse grained business process. This analysis results in144
the development of the ”to-be” process model that an SOA solution is intended to implement [8].145

In the context of our scenario we analyzes how a user will interact with ATM, how the business process will146
progress with the user interaction. This step results in the use case of ATM process, actors, activities and the147
flow of business.148

ii.149

6 Model the core business processes150

In this step we design the core business process found in previous step into a graphical model using a BPM151
modeler, as in our case Intalio [7]. At first, the business process is modeled at a high level where activities in152
the Business Process Diagram usually aggregate sub processes, which are graphically evaluated in another sub153
process BPM diagram. A [+] sign inside an activity denotes a process that can be decomposed into sub-processes154
[17]. We marked each task which requests an external service as service task. One of the purposes of the process155
model is to define process execution and to create the BPMN notation for this purpose.156

The BPMN defines both the graphical notation and the semantics of a Business Process Diagram, We model157
the diagram with core elements of a BPD which comprises Flow Activities, Tasks represented by a rounded-corner158
rectangle which is a generic term for work that has to be performed, Events which are diagrammed as a circle,159
Gateway Objects represented by a diamond symbol which are used to control the divergence and convergence of160
a sequential flow. By means of these basic Flow Objects. The core process contains at least one POOL which is161
executable and can be deployed on orchestration Engine.162
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10 IDENTIFY THE POINT OF FUNCTIONALITY IN LEGACY
APPLICATION

The core business process acts as an orchestrator which will direct and invokes the various Web services from163
legacy and other third party applications to form and execute a complete business activity [18].164

iii.165

7 Business Process refinement166

In this step we perform decomposition or refinement of sub processes of core BPM Diagram into elementary or167
atomic business functions. Business process refinement identifies service tasks, message activities, and events and168
actions in the sub process [11]. When the business process is subdivided into sub-processes or decomposed into169
granular activities the lowest level tasks will consist of small, cohesive ”logical units of work”, that are supported170
by the functionality offered by distinct services. It results in discovery of elementary business functions which can171
be addressed by web services in the application domain [19]. Delegating functionality into sub business processes172
prevents business processes from becoming overly large, complex and difficult to maintain. The refinement can173
be seen in authorization process diagram.174

After refinement of sub processes the next step is to find out the Service Tasks which provide some sort of175
service which could be calling a Web service or an automated application. We will find the task which will call176
the legacy and other web services process. This service tasks will call atomic (single) web service interfaces of177
legacy application.178

In the case of authorization sub process the call authorize task invokes the authorize function of legacy179
application as shown in yellow color in figure ??.180

8 c) Existing asset analysis and Service identification in Legacy181

Application182

The purpose of this step is to identify assets in the legacy application i.e. business logic and legacy functionality183
which are capable of supporting the realization of services that meet business needs. The focus is on existing184
assets that play a role in business processes 14]. We initially perform a coarse-grained mapping of business185
processes and process activities to the portfolio of existing applications and application interfaces. Later in the186
specification, we perform a more fine-grained mapping, including message specification. We also identify various187
system resources so that the performance can be measured. i.188

9 Component identification in legacy application189

Service identification On the one hand, it is to determine what business functionalities should be provided by the190
target service in the application domain. On the other hand, the business functionalities embedded in the legacy191
system should be identified in order to be reused in the target service [20]. In this step the legacy application will192
be reverse engineered and we will find the various resources and embedded business logic to be exposed as web193
services by adopting bottom up approach. The analysis reveals the reuse potential of existing legacy components.194
The results of this step include information on system architecture, system components, infrastructure details195
and interfaces.196

The proposed work identifies that this is a tedious process and the complexity grows with the line of code that197
reflects the business logic. Therefore a summary of the business logic present in the code is of extreme important.198
Here it is performed by a automatic reverse engineering tool. The working description of the tool is as given199
below.200

First the tool Scans the program and tokenizes the program. Thereafter it removes the comments and blank201
sections. It Extracts the function definitions and other resources using following logic:-1. Check if there is a ”(”202
token in the line or not If so, extract the previous token ( which can be function name or a predefined function203
or key words like if, for and so on) 2. Check if the token is a key word or not. If not, scan till the end and look204
for a ”;” if it is not there, scan for another token appeared before the current token with space separation. 3.205
If the previous token is a key word (which reflects the return type) then marks the current line as the function206
definition. Extract the arguments and return types.207

An approach for exposing legacy applications for integration in modern enterprise business processes ©2011208

10 Identify the point of functionality in legacy application209

In the previous step we found the information about application resources and various functions present in210
the Legacy application through reverse engineering. Now we identify the points of functionality of the legacy211
application that may be useful to implement the needed web services to interact with service task in the212
Orchestrator [15]. In the output of automated tool we find the independent functions calls so that it can be213
used to designate or make as a point of functionality, it means, among several functions we found the one that214
contains the functionality of interest for service tasks found in top down approach. For example found_account215
function may be used to make authorize function wrapper that can be used as point of functionality and can be216
exposed as web service and mapped with service task.217

iii.218
Exposure of identified functions as web service.219
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The functions identified in previous step as the point of functionality are now exposed as web services [19].220
The Service interface defines the types of messages and the message exchange patterns that are involved in221
interacting with the service, together with any conditions implied by those message.. The definition of functions222
which has to be called by service task has been written in a single header file test.h. The header file guides the223
GSOAP tool to generate stubs for needed web services. Now we write the web service module by using identified224
functions of previous step and with the help of GSOAP supporting files. All the exposed web services can be225
called through the WSDL Interface and the Service end point URL [20]. WSDL describes the operations that a226
service can support, and the parameters each operation accepts and returns. End point URL serves as a service227
provider. The application web service will provide the response to service task upon calling with appropriate228
parameters. Figure 4 describes the wsdl portion for input and output parameter for Authorize operation. The229
service matching activity maps the service task to corresponding atomic web service in the application layer.230
Each atomic service task exactly maps single web service [15]. There may be some situation in which a service231
task will be divided in more than one service task and it may comprised of more than one point of functionality.232
We will map the service accordingly, for example the fund transfer service task will be associated to two services233
i.e. deposit and withdraw. Several service task may be associated to same service, for example a withdraw service234
may be associated to both withdraw and fund transfer service tasks. These concepts can be seen in Fig 1 and235
Fig 6.236

At the end of this step we complete the matching and mapping of all the service task and corresponding web237
services with each other.238

11 e) Service realization and orchestration239

All the web services exposed from legacy system were atomic and asynchronous, that means there is no such240
execution or sequence order is set by default. In a business process there are several operating conditions upon241
which a business activity relies. For example a withdraw service can only be happened after authentication242
service, it must not happened before. Assembling services in order to accomplish business logic and business243
processes is called orchestration. [3] Explains orchestration as ”the implementation of a business related workflow244
owned by a single entity through the combination of business relevant services”. The orchestrator is deployed as245
a BPEL program in the Orchestration director engine.246

In this step we define orchestration logic as the business logic that sequences, coordinates and manages247
conversations among Web services. This entire thing is expressed in BPEL. To execute a BPEL process a248
BPEL engine is needed which parses the BPEL code and executes the contained instructions. The Core Web249
services that are used by the BPEL program have to be deployed in advance. The whole orchestrator is deployed250
on Intalio BPMS server which acts as an Orchestration director engine. The orchestrator may be called in251
presentation mechanism through its WSDL and endpoint URL. In the ATM application a Java GUI reforms the252
presentation task which uses the orchestrator.253

12 DISCUSSIONS AND RELATED WORK254

The implementation and results of the proposed method may be understood by following demonstration of the255
case scenario. In figure 5 an account summary page is displayed. We can understand that all the logic is embedded256
deep in the code of legacy application.257

In figure 6 the composite fund transfer service task in the orchestrator is elaborated. New business process258
requires a fund transfer mechanism, which needs to be achieved from the existing code. This is done in the259
modeler by calling and sequencing two web services from legacy application thus making a composite process. In260
the sample banking application no individual authentication is required as the software interacts only through261
its GUI and it is accessed by bank authorities. But as per the requirement of ATM business process as the262
application is exposed to an external world then it is very important to put an authentication mechanism. This263
is incorporated in the orchestrator as shown in figure ??.264

The results demonstrate the process proposed in this work with a sample banking application as elaborated265
in the case description. The system can map legacy application at par with the requirement of business using266
exposure of functionality through web services and the usability by orchestration of BPM process. Further the267
released services can be used by any language or application like Java and C# through the service description.268
This also proves that by adopting the proposed technique one would be able to integrate new logics with the269
existing business logic or would be able to seamlessly upgrade the existing services without having to make any270
changes in the coding in the legacy application. Therefore the architecture minimizes the maintenance cost by271
maintaining the business logic in the middle layer independent of the implementation.272

In the past several methods for legacy system modernization have been proposed and discussed. [21] elaborated273
the white-box modernization and blackbox modernization approaches comparisons.274

Fig. ?? Intalio ATM orchestrator process with interfaces [22] Proposed a method to address the issues on275
migrating legacy systems into a Web enabled environment by using CORBA. [23] Used reverse engineering276
techniques to encapsulate the logic with JNI wrapper. [24] Proposed a method to make interactive legacy277
systems accessible by wrapping interactive functionalities. [25] Proposed a tool based approach to wrap the278
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13 V. CONCLUSION

legacy codes. All of the methods were focused on the application modernization only rather than addressing the279
business domain. In our approach we emphasized on a close business and IT alignment.280

13 V. CONCLUSION281

In this work a legacy application mapping technique by combining top-down approach with bottom-up approach282
is proposed using SOA and BPM. The method defines how a legacy application should be exposed as services283
and how these services can be used to fulfill business goals. The solutions principles are demonstrated through284
the results. Instead of using the manual functionality discovery in the legacy service identification stage, a tool285
is developed to automatically identifying the services. The interoperability of the entire solution is shown in the286
result section. The prime criteria and objective of the work has been to prove the proposed design of legacy287
application mapping and integration to participate in enterprise business processes. As the services are exposed288
to be used on network, performance calibration and tuning is another aspect and the speed and processing289
capabilities of the environments used must be taken into consideration. The proposed approach performance and290
speed issues are some of the work that can be associated with the future direction of research for this work.

1

Figure 1: Fig. 1
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Figure 4: Fig. 4
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